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Editorial
We are happy to place in the hands of our learned readers and well
wishers this year's rst issue of Nitte Management Review (NMR).
The present issue consists of scholarly articles on diverse issues in
management.
The rst article authored by M. V. Nadkarni illustrates the role of
Bhagavad Gita as an

inspiration to enterprise and guidance to

Business Management. The author discusses values of equipoise and
detachment (karma yoga), acceptance of social responsibility for
people's welfare (loka-hita/ loka-sangraha) and emphasis on one's
right restricted only to the remnant remaining after rst satisfying the
“needs” of nature. This implies the avoidance of the reckless
exploitation of nature and humanity's sacred responsibility towards it
(Yajna).
The present issue also provides articles in the functional areas of
management.
The article by P. Srikanth and M. N. Durga Prasad reports the
relationship between earnings management and dividend policy. The
authors nd empirical evidence that the discretionary accruals
inuence the dividend payout. This article adds up to the ongoing
earning-quality discussions and demonstrates how dividend payout
could be a signal to earnings management.
The next article by N. Venkatesh, S. Chikaswamy and L. D'Souza
highlights the important implication which is often sidelined with the
implementation of Six Sigma. The article contributes to the literature
on efforts made to examine the implications of Six Sigma on the
overall welfare of the employees.
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The last article by V. N. Bhat examines the literature on motives for
corporate issuance of convertible bonds, post-issue performance,
extinguishment and nancial reporting and concludes that there is
greater scope of research on these topics in the context of emerging
markets.
The book titled The Essence of Management Theories Simplied
authored by Rangalal Bandyopadhyay and Rekha Bandyopadhyay is
reviewed by N. K Thingalaya.
There is also a review article by G. V. Joshi. He has reviewed the book
Building a Better India.
This issue calls for paper to be published in the next issue of NMR
which will be a special issue on Business Ethics and Corporate
Governance.
We believe and hope that NMR will continue to march towards its goal
of continuous improvement and excellence with the support and
cooperation of learned writers, researchers and readers.
Thank you

K Sankaran
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Reimagining and Refashioning Integral
Management
Tushar Nath Mohapatra*

Abstract
The function of Management in the present complex world cannot be overemphasized. The role of ethics in Management, especially in the Indian
context, is even more profound. Despite a vast amount of work in this area,
repetition and exaggeration have become commonplace, so much so that
certain concepts without validity have taken root. This paper ventures to
provide an alternative understanding of human psychology drawn from
WKHSKLORVRSKLFDOLQVLJKWVRI6UL$XURELQGRZLWKVLJQL¿FDQWLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU
Management education and practice. While surveying the history of ideas
in modern civilization, Sri Aurobindo’s ontological formulations appear
to have an edge, which unfortunately have not received much attention.
Moreover, there is perceptible resistance from various interest groups and
dominant philosophies, especially in the context of the prevailing political
situation. This paper uses select concepts from Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy to point out how radically our thinking should change. His stress on
personal development through Yoga and integral education constitutes a
task in the domain of self-management. Accommodating these facets into
management education as well as practice is a challenge that needs to be
taken up by interested individuals and institutions in right earnest.

Keywords: Sri Aurobindo, Integral Management, Evolution, Self Growth,
Ethics, Indian Values, Yoga, Veda, History of Ideas, Consciousness,
Philosophy, Futurology

INTRODUCTION
Nigel Nicholson, professor at London Business School and the author
of The “I” of Leadership: Strategies for Seeing, Being and Doing,
wrote an article in Harvard Business Review in which he examined
implications of individual differences vis-à-vis Leadership.
‘As noted at the outset of this article, evolutionary psychology does
not dispute individual differences. Indeed, an increasingly robust body
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of studies on twins conducted by behavioral geneticists indicates that
people are born with set predispositions that harden as they age into
adulthood. Genes for detachment and novelty avoidance have been
found, for instance, which together appear to amount to shyness. It
used to be assumed that shyness was induced entirely by environment
— if a shy person just tried hard enough, he or she could become the
life of the party. The same was said for people who were highly emotional — they could be coaxed out of such feelings. But again, research
is suggesting that character traits such as shyness and emotional sensitivity are inborn.
That personality is inborn is not news to any parent with more than one
child. You provide a stable home environment for your brood — the
same food, the same schools, the same basic experiences on a day-toGD\EDVLV$QG\HWWKH¿UVWFKLOGLVLQWURYHUWHGDQGJURZVXSWREHDQ
R&D scientist. The second, who never stopped chattering as a child,
JURZV XS WR EHFRPH D ÀDPER\DQW VDOHV H[HFXWLYH$QG VWLOO D WKLUG
child is as even-keeled as can be and pursues a career as a schoolteacher. Evolutionary psychology would tell us that each one of these
individuals was living out his biogenetic destiny.
All three of these children are hardwired for certain dispositions. For
instance, each falls somewhere along the continuum of risk aversion
described earlier. But each one’s level of aversion to risk differs. The
point is, along with each person’s fundamental brain circuitry, people
also come with inborn personalities. Some people are more dominant
than others. Some are more optimistic. Some like math better than
poetry. People can compensate for these underlying dispositions with
training and other forms of education, but there is little point in trying
to change deep-rooted inclinations.
Now, the question is what exactly ensures this predetermination of
FKDUDFWHU WUDLWV" 6FLHQFH KDV QR GH¿QLWH DQVZHUV \HW DQG KHQFH ZH
perforce turn to Philosophy. Interestingly, the gap between Science
and Philosophy is declining. Evolutionary Cosmology has gained
widespread acceptance as people are willing to believe the story of
the universe as unveiled by Science. Biotechnology, biolinguistics and
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bioethics provide ample space for interdisciplinary explorations and
UHFLSURFDOUDPL¿FDWLRQV.
Friends, as we sit in this hall, we all know that our planet is moving in
its orbit at a great speed, and the galaxies too are rushing away from
each other. There is movement all around as well as within our bodies.
We can view this movement as Evolution underlying all that we know
RUDUHDWWHPSWLQJWRXQGHUVWDQG(YROXWLRQDVDVFLHQWL¿FFRQFHSWLV
an established phenomenon but its aim and objective have not received
enough attention. Sri Aurobindo was writing on this topic 100 years
back and the cosmological framework he has provided is worth knowing for people from every profession and pursuit.
During the last two decades, the talk of integrating or applying Indian
values in Management has gained momentum. Many success stories
are also there. But, it should be remembered that the notion that just by
adopting ethics, success would ensue may not be true. Why? The reasons are Evolutionary in nature. Evolution is irreverent towards rules
and customs. It can use any unconventional route to achieve aims.
INFLUENCE
The 20th century was a period of great intellectual fermentation, which
saw top thinkers endeavouring to understand life and the world through
various lenses. The major streams can be enumerated as follows:
 Phenomenology — Existentialism — Structuralism
 Semiology — Hermeneutics — Deconstruction
 Poststructuralism — Postmodernism — Postsecularism
 Critical Theory — Critical Realism — Speculative Realism
 Evolutionary Psychology — Neuropsychology — Consciousness
Studies
 New Age — Integralism — Environmental Ethics, etc.ii
As such, communication modes and content have exploded and pose
fresh challenges, especially in the virtual space. That choices have multiplied is considered as an upside, but being buried under options is no
happy situation either. Further, being able to edit content runs the risk
of being insulated and under-informed. This leads to lack of development of adequate sensibilities and life skills. Such screen-based worl-
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dview may be creating a more distorted ontological framework than
what thinkers from (Hegel, 2008 to Nagel (2012) have systematised or
poets from Dante to Sri Aurobindo have seen.iii
A basic philosophical background, therefore, should be considered
integral to Management. Apart from learning logic and understanding
fallacies, how pure thought structure has been harnessed by sages —
from Aristotle to Zizek or Spinoza to Deleuze — forms a wonderful
saga of human achievement. Although each thesis is contested by subsequent students, they provide rare opportunity for young learners for
mental gymnastics and consequent suppleness in thinking. Similarly,
&XOWXUDO6WXGLHVLVDQRWKHUZLGH¿HOGWRPDNHPDQDJHUVVHQVLWLYHLQ
the social and artistic arena, to enable them to appreciate heterogeneity
as well as common universal undercurrents. Harbouring a sympathetic
attitude towards fellow human beings as emphasised by Levinas or
Habermas should also be a priority, as it becomes ever relevant in our
complex worlds fraught by strife.v
No doubt, all these movements have employed rare intellectual power
to probe issues and see connections but have ultimately been proved
to be partial or parochial. Beyond Physicalism is a recent book that
ORRNVDWWKHSDVWDWWHPSWVIURPDVFLHQWL¿FDQJOH,WDOVRVXJJHVWVORRNing beyond what Sri Aurobindo characterises as the ‘illusion of the
obvious’. The Singularity & Socialism is another book that attempts
to reconcile the capitalist and socialist worldviews.vi An advantage of
RXUWLPHLVWKDWPDQ\¿HUFHLGHRORJLFDOEDWWOHVRIWKHSDVWKDYHVXEsided and people are eager to discover wherever harmonising situations emerge.
In this context, the contributions of Sri Aurobindo stand out. His is a
prominent voice responding to Marx, Darwin, Nietzsche and Freud.
Besides, his Evolutionary Philosophy bears resonance with that of
Schelling, Bergson, Alexander, Whitehead and Teilhard de Chardin.
He introduced Integral Yoga from which the term ‘integral’ has since
EHHQERUURZHGIRUDSSO\LQJWRGLYHUVH¿HOGVvii
The word ‘integral’ has plurality implicit in it and hence is liable to
be interpreted as a strong antidote to diversity. This reversal, though
perceived to be politically incorrect, is, in fact, a quest for harmony
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through democratic negotiation and adversity negation. Integral, in the
context of Management — in contradistinction to Philosophy, PsycholRJ\RU6RFLRORJ\²LVQRWDQFKRUHGWRDQ\SUH¿[HGVFKHPDEXWZRXOG
rather be open to continuous refashioning through live situations or
lived reality. Management, of course, is never value neutral as a positive outcome is ordinarily expected. However that should be seen as a
strength and a spur for the overall integral spirit. This overriding aspect
needs to be understood properly from a larger ontological viewpoint.
Management, from the minimalist point of view of its problem-solving
function, has something profound to learn from Sri Aurobindo when
KHDI¿UPVµDOOSUREOHPVRIH[LVWHQFHDUHHVVHQWLDOO\SUREOHPVRIKDUmony.’viii (Cf. concept of entropy which points that nature tends from
order to disorder in isolated systems.) A purpose and path are presupposed in the form of Evolution proceeding towards Harmony. This
leads to the logic that all worldly attempts need to be tethered to this
greater purpose. In other words, everyone must persuade themselves to
feel and act in consonance with this larger motive in view.
This brings one to another famous statement by Sri Aurobindo, ‘All
life is Yoga’ where Yoga would basically refer to any volitional effort
to mould oneself.ix6R(YROXWLRQWRZDUGV+DUPRQ\ZHOO¿WVLQWRWKH
Yoga scheme as part of self-management. This transition from the
problems of existence to an individual’s action and motivation might
seem too wide, but an ontological understanding would reconcile it
easily. There is no methodological anomaly involved in this since it is
agreed how a map facilitates any journey.
7KHPHWDSKRURIWKHPDSKRZHYHUQHHGVWREHFODUL¿HGDELWIXUWKHU
The map may not have any intrinsic value; knowledge, on the contrary,
is a catalyst and stimulates transformation in alignment with Evolution. Knowledge (information or intellectual recognition) thus turns
the vehicle of Yoga despite a person’s passivity. One is led literally
pulled by knowledge, and hence the need for caution as to the source
and veracity of knowledge. Sri Aurobindo would recommend the Veda
as the safest primordial fount of knowledge. One may or not agree with
him but there is no harm in being acquainted with what he says.
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Most of us know about the word, indriya or Senses but are not very
sure about Indra. In Sri Aurobindo’s interpretation, Indra is the master
RIWKH¿YHindriyas, which essentially means that Mind lords over the
Senses. So the meaning of Indra is mind or intellect, which has several
layers or levels. One such level in the higher regions is Varuna, and the
task of an individual is to progress from the Indra to the Varuna state.
This process is Evolution, the method being Yoga. Apart from this, it
is also instructive to understand Varuna from the perspective of leadership and core competence.
Knowledge, Power, Harmony and Work are in fact the four functional
powers for running a society that inspired the varna system. Varuna, in
a broad sense, represents Knowledge. The other powers are Aryaman,
Mitra and Bhaga. Sri Aurobindo brings out their deeper connotations
so that it becomes easier to understand their relevance to our tasks and
DPELWLRQV,QWKLVFRQQHFWLRQWKH¿UVWWKLQJWRXQGHUVWDQGLVWKDWRXU
actions are never isolated, but coeval with various other evolutionary
forces. From a simple rational view, this might sound weird but that
is exactly where Integral Management differs from the conventional
version.
ASSIMILATION
The writings of Sri Aurobindo and her spiritual collaborator, The
Mother including their conversations and correspondences run into
100 volumes.x Major exegetical works by disciples that are absolutely
necessary to be conversant with also span an equal number. So, it is
DFWXDOO\ GLI¿FXOW WR EH FRQYHUVDQW DERXW KLV SKLORVRSK\ HYHQ DW WKH
basic level. But, understanding his views about the individual and his
possibilities is important from the point of view of Management. This
involves a radical change in attitude as well as priorities, which can be
understood as follows.
 An individual is a combination of two persons: one inner and the
other outer. The inner person is aware of the true goal of life, which
the outer person executes. The inner person has also some preferences and it arranges the outer situation accordingly to derive desired experiences. These experiences need not be moral or pleasant
always; the inner person exercises its liberty to decide the mix de-
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pending upon circumstances and contingencies. This is a very broad
sketch with enormous complexity in the details.
In a collective situation, this amounts to the inner persons of all
deciding to be sharing different responsibilities to gain respective
experiences. Skills and hierarchies valued at the outer level are not
the same for which the inner person has consented to be in the team.
The inner person has a neutral attitude as to whether it is the master
or the slave but is particular about the educative and aesthetic aspect
of each type of experience.
In this scheme of things, all the inner persons would seem almost
similar as well as equal but their outer beings are deliberately programmed for limited capabilities and possibilities having manoeuvring facilities within a narrow range. Here it is important to note
WKDW VXFK FRQ¿JXUDWLRQV DUH JHQHWLFDOO\ HQVXUHG WKURXJK ELUWK LQ
respective families. So, heredity and environment are both marshalled to conform to the inner person’s script.
Despite appearing to be so, the inner person’s permutations are not
arbitrary but are aligned to a greater purpose. Each individual is a
participant in the cosmic Evolution and his inner person’s trajectory
is geared towards it. The inner person tries its best to carry out its
LQWHQWLRQWKURXJKWKHRXWHUSHUVRQEXWIDFHVGLI¿FXOWLHV7KLVHQWDLOV
constant friction and reformulation of goals and means.
The outer person comprises three different parts: body, life and
mind. They are endowed with different traits and capacities. They
DUHDOVRLQFRQÀLFWZLWKHDFKRWKHUSHUSHWXDOO\6RWKHUHLVLPSHUfect communication and faulty execution of the inner being’s wishes. This is the reason why there is so much of error and failure in
human undertakings. But, it may be reiterated that many a time,
failure and suffering are also intended by the inner being.
Thus, people’s actions are mostly dictated by agendas that seem to
be predetermined. This sounds fatalistic without any freedom for
the individuals. But that is not wholly true. Always, there are a host
of possibilities of which a few become actualities. The power of
aspiration in man alters the course of events to some extent, if not
fully. Mind, being more powerful than life and body, is capable of
reformulating the future within the overall Evolutionary frame.

+DYLQJVNHWFKHGDYHU\VLPSOL¿HGSLFWXUHRIKRZWKHZRUOGPRYHVxi let
us consider its implications for Management in general.
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 Everything can be managed: that is perhaps the most ambitious objective of Management and hence the concept of Zero defects, etc.
But the Integral approach doesn’t subscribe to such optimism. Sri
$XURELQGR KDV RXWOLQHG WKUHH SULQFLSOHV RI (GXFDWLRQ WKH ¿UVW RI
which is ‘nothing can be taught’.xii In the same vein, it can be asserted that nothing can be managed. However, this is not pessimistic, but rather surrendering or aligning the human endeavour to the
forces of Evolution in constructive spirit.
 When it comes to judging individuals and their strengths and weaknesses, one derives a more sympathetic attitude from the Integral
approach. For, as we now know, the outer person is constrained by
the stipulations imposed by the inner being. So blaming or punishing someone is useless as (s)he is unable to come out of the way (s)
he is wired or required to function. Both genetic as well as circumstantial sedimentation in a person is hard to remove or remedy.
 Planning the future and dreaming about projects is normal to Management where commercial viability becomes the litmus test. But
the Evolutionary relevance is a much more valid criterion under
the Integral approach. Here it is vital to mention that no one has
the ability or clarity as to what actually helps the Evolution but a
general sense of goodwill and benevolence underpinning our wants
and ambitions can be considered salutary.
 These kind of insights by themselves are not passports to success or
fast growth. Individual persons will surely respond to their various
situations to the best of their capability but a broad orientation in
Integral approach arms them with crucial cautions and anchors so
WKDWWKH\GRQ¶WÀRZZLWKHPRWLRQHQWKXVLDVPRUSDVVLRQ
 Ethics is the foundation and the aim and not merely the means.
One’s sense of good, reminds Sri Aurobindo, should guide action
both at the individual as well as the collective level. In the practical
¿HOG RQH PD\ QRW ¿QG LW EHQH¿FLDO DW WLPHV EXW LWV WUDQVIRUPLQJ
effect bears the potential of changing the course of events. In fact,
WKHUHPXVWQRWEHDQ\XWLOLWDULDQFDOFXODWLRQVDERXWWKHEHQH¿WVEHing derived from adhering to ethics. In this sense, ethics and perfection should be considered as synonymous.
 However, ethics need not be perceived as bondage. Since everyone
will follow their own nature, they will be exercising the freedom of
transcending ethical rules if and when the occasion demands. This,
inter alia, takes care of ethical dilemmas and inhibitions when act-
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ing under orders from superiors. Reliance on ethics and the greater
goal are sure formulas for future routes being streamlined.
INTEGRATION
I can understand that when I introduced the Veda or Varuna in this
paper, many may have been alarmed because of its association with a
particular religion.xiii I share the broad consensus that religion should
be kept outside of all secular domains in general and Management
in particular. It is interesting to note that politics and economics, etc.
most often follow the crowd, like religion, whereas Management has
no such compulsion. So it is the bounden duty of Management, both in
its role in education as well as practice, to distill wisdom from whatHYHUVRXUFHDQGSUHVHUYHLWIRUWKHEHQH¿WRIIXWXUHJHQHUDWLRQV7KDW
particular Knowledge may lack popular acceptance during its day or
seem impractical but Management has the wherewithal to nurture such
embryonic evolutionary treasures.
Thus, we arrive at a serious predicament. While Management would be
discerning in sourcing wisdom from tradition, at the same time, it must
not be a slave to mythology or popular culture. The current political situation in India presents a precarious situation. Most people are willing
to surrender their critical faculty to the dominant religious sentiment
DOLJQHGWRWKHUXOLQJSDUW\7KH\FDQQRWEHEODPHGDVWKH\¿QGDFRPplex narrative stretching over thousands of years providing legitimacy
to matters involving their day-to-day lives as well as future aspirations.
This sort of herd dynamics, however, is a challenge for Management
DQGLWPXVWH[SORUH¿UPDQFKRUDJH
The role of the West, in this context, is a mixed one. Pushing the enveORSHLQDOO¿HOGVRIKXPDQNQRZOHGJHKDVEHHQSKHQRPHQDOLQLWVFDVH
but when it comes to understanding the human situation, it has been
parochial and provincial. India, in general, is outside its radar. Further,
as the title of a famous book says it aptly, We have never been modern.
It means that although western studies exhibit austere scholarship, they
hide somewhere in their text or subtext, a bias towards Christianity or
an implicit acceptance of biblical cosmology. Thus, their inferences
remain constrained to that extent. Again, we cannot blame the West
since its university system and curricula are built around such focus
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areas. But, we in India have the advantage of conducting comparative
studies, in the real sense of the term, and bring out the results based on
merit. Management, here, has a crucial role to play.
Coming back to the dilemma as regards sources of wisdom vis-¢-vis
religion, one thing needs to be remembered clearly. Hindutva, as it is
being disseminated today, is basically a political ideology. Its intention
is clear: to create an ecosystem where people suspend their disbelief
and follow the tradition, thus blurring the borders between science,
politics and religion. But then the question is whether the answers to all
concerns of the future are available in the tradition and its texts. At this
SRLQWLWLVYHU\GLI¿FXOWWR¿QGDVDIHFKRLFHEXWIRUWXQDWHO\ZHKDYH
Sri Aurobindo in India. It is in order here, therefore to glance at some
salient points about him.
 Aurobindo inaugurated an enduring foundation for East–West synthesis as precursor to the Life Divine upon earth.
 7KHPRVWLPSRUWDQWWKLQJWROHDUQIURP6UL$XURELQGRLVD¿UPWHleological account of history, especially of India, tethered to Evolution.
 Hegel’s vitalistic supremacy of State and Nietzsche’s aggressive
Overman were both duly moderated by the Nation-Soul and Superman of Sri Aurobindo.
 6UL$XURELQGRSURGXFHGDFRXSOHRIODQGPDUNVFLHQWL¿FSKLORVRSKical principles:
  /RJLFRIWKH,Q¿QLWHxiv and (2) the Supra-physical being beyond
empirical probe, which are currently percolating into Consciousness studies.
 The philosophical aspect of Sri Aurobindo is such that comparisons
are a must, but the same is not true of his Yoga Psychology.
 6UL$XURELQGRLQÀLFWVDWHUULEOHEORZWRWKHPDWHULDOLVWWKHRULHVRI
Darwin, Marx, and Freud.
Scholarship in India as such can be seen as broadly falling under three
streams: 1. Marxist, 2. Nehruvian, and 3. Hindutva. These schools
have their set agendas and procedures due to which truth is always at a
discount. Management has the responsibility not to be wedded to any
particular ideology and search for the right clues with ruthless independence. Sri Aurobindo makes this task easy. He, in his ontological
formulations, bypasses the aforesaid streams to present an overarching
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system that is in consonance with science. His invoking of the Vedic
symbolism further imbues it with pregnant possibilities of a sublime
human destiny. Thus, in the scheme of Sri Aurobindo, life and religion
merge, which he terms as Integral Yoga.
This may be a huge lesson for Management. While it is legitimate to
keep religion and secular activities separate, Sri Aurobindo announces
that such a strict bifurcation is impossible since no action is separate
from cosmic action and evolution. Being aware of the ongoing action
of Evolution and its intention all the while remoulds the very motive
and tenor of any individual action and more so that of a leader. This
WUDQVIRUPLQJDOFKHP\GLI¿FXOWWRGHFLSKHUWKURXJKWUDGLWLRQDOWHQHWV
of Management or manipulation, underscores the Emergence aspect
of cosmic fermentation. To be awake to such trysts is a tremendous
challenge for Management education and theorisation.
Having thus argued that Management has no option than to adopt Sri
Aurobindo, the question of how to approach him arises. This is a subject in itself and for the purpose of this short paper, I may indicate a few
SRLQWVEULHÀ\,WLVWUXHWKDWRQHPD\QRWEHDEOHWRUHDGDOOKLVZRUNV
EXWLWLVQRWZLVHWRDYRLGWKHPLIIRXQGGLI¿FXOW$QRWKHUFRPSODLQW
may be lack of relevance to one’s work. However, reading the works of
Sri Aurobindo leads to personal growth and intellectual culture, which
ultimately prove as rewarding as other professional subjects. Besides,
a certain poetic ability as well as a knack for theorising is normal to be
expected from such endeavours.
A word of caution as regards Indian tradition. A lot of literature has
come into existence during the last two decades involving the relevance of Indian wisdom to Management. Despite good intentions, this
FDQEHGHFHSWLYH,¶PQRWPDNLQJDQ\VSHFL¿FPHQWLRQEXWLQJHQHUDO
an attitude of scepticism and critical judgement is preferable. IndolRJ\ RU 6DQVNULW DUH QRW LQQRFHQW ¿HOGV RI VWXG\ 2QH LV OLNHO\ WR EH
misguided unless acquainted with Sri Aurobindo’s interpretations. The
Mother & Sri Aurobindo suggest not delving deep into the so-called
,QGLDQ 3KLORVRSK\ ZKLFK LV KHDYLO\ LQÀXHQFHG E\ WKH %XGGKLVW GLVcourse. The Vedic nisus, as represented by the thought and action of
The Mother & Sri Aurobindo in the present age, is antithetical to the
nihilism of Buddhism.
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When The Mother & Sri Aurobindo decided to work together in 1914,
a great East–West synthesis was forged which was to blossom as The
Life Divine. The Knowledge system that The Mother & Sri Aurobindo
have honed is unique and unprecedented. If mixed with other teachings, it becomes ineffective. In their inimitable way, they sought to
integrate religion with ordinary life by invoking psychological aspects
instead of rituals or other physical methods. All individuals have their
own unique way and how they would acquire knowledge cannot be
SUHGLFWHG6RWKH\GLGQRWSUHVFULEHDQ\¿[HGPHWKRGRI<RJD)XUWKHU
Sri Aurobindo presents us the epic Savitri that helps one climb the ladder of Consciousness that sows seeds of Harmony.xv
There is no gainsaying that the world has undergone enormous
changes since Sri Aurobindo wrote his last lines in 1950. So, when
some perceptive critics disagree with some of his theoretical formulaWLRQVWKH\QHHGQRWEHGLVPLVVHGDVVXSHU¿FLDOVSHFXODWLRQV5DWKHUD
PXFKPRUHVLJQL¿FDQWRSSRUWXQLW\DULVHVIRUUHH[DPLQLQJWKHZKROH
JDPXWRILVVXHVVRDVWR¿QGSHUVSHFWLYH7KHVHVRUWVRIPHWKRGRORJLcal innovations are necessary while dealing with the varied terrain of
Sri Aurobindo’s oeuvre. How to evaluate the two sides of the argument
and derive the best advantage from such an engagement should be the
sole focus for refashioning integral management.
Whether one likes it or not, the world has been living in a state of
uncertainty for the last 200 years, especially since the days of FeuerEDFK0DQ\SKLORVRSKLFDODVZHOODVVFLHQWL¿FFXUUHQWVKDYHHPHUJHG
and disappeared, adding a sense of instability and suspicion. Against
such a backdrop, it is worthwhile to be grateful to Sri Aurobindo at
OHDVWIRURQHUHDVRQ+LVZULWLQJVSURYLGHD¿UPDQGYDVWJURXQGLQ
VHUYLQJDVDSRLQWRIGHSDUWXUHIRUGLYHUVH¿HOGVRILQWHOOHFWXDOH[SORration.
Sri Aurobindo’s writing imparts a global touch, or more accurately, a
XQLYHUVDOFRQWH[W$WRQFHRQHLVOLIWHGIURPRQH¶VQDUURZFRQ¿QHVWR
the countless concerns of the whole humanity; its past, present, and
the future. Thus, an interdisciplinary approach to probe them becomes
imperative. This has remarkable advantage in view of the ongoing globalization and communications revolution facilitated by information
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technology. Science plumbing the depths of consciousness via neuroSV\FKRORJ\LVDOVRDQHPHUJLQJ¿HOGxvi
That Sri Aurobindo is a meeting point for the East and the West is
common knowledge.xvii Despite certain well-meaning criticisms, his
insights are unique and invaluable. Besides, his knowledge of both the
West and the East from the vantage point of an insider is of immense
value. Thus, his penetrating insights on men and events offer considerable scope for judging implications for the future of the world.
The foregoing is ample proof of an alternative vision for the future of
Management. The emphasis on Sri Aurobindo might surprise some.
But, it has been an attempt to drive home the primacy of his thought
and prophetic vision. This can be realised by any careful reader of
his works with a critical eye and sympathetic view. At this point it is
important to note that the notion of nationalism itself is undergoing a
metamorphosis in India at present. Certain civilisational values having
universal appeal are being questioned and undermined under political patronage. Sri Aurobindo indeed anticipated such vicissitudes of
history.xviii Safeguarding these endangered values constitutes a priority
and hence should drive our intellectual discourses. To summarise, Sri
Aurobindo is useful to Management education and practice in a number of ways.
 Sri Aurobindo obviates the hesitation of Management of dealing
with religion by turning it into Yoga, a process of psychological
exploration and enrichment, thus avoiding rituals and superstitions.
 By invoking the Veda, he affords a solid background of the Indian
tradition but without the ceremonial paraphernalia. This becomes
easy to handle for Management, with accentuated profundity.
 ,Q WKHRULVLQJ RQ (YROXWLRQ DQG HQGRZLQJ LW LWV WUXH VLJQL¿FDQFH
Sri Aurobindo takes Science by the horn. Thus, the trajectory from
Veda to Evolution becomes an invaluable vestibule for Management to explore further.
 Sri Aurobindo brings in the fair perspective by discrediting the
0DU[LVW DQWLSDWK\ WRZDUGV UHOLJLRQ 0DQDJHPHQW EHQH¿WV D JUHDW
deal by eschewing a narrow and rigid conception of religion and the
nagging concern of avoiding it.
 Sri Aurobindo deals with the West with aplomb, borrows what is
best and points out where it lacks. He does it without any inferior-
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ity or victim’s mentality, making postcolonial sentiments outdated.
This is in sync with an egalitarian cosmopolitan outlook.xix
He goes a step further than western analysis as he has the advantage
of Indian wisdom drawn from the strength of its texts and thought.
6R0DQDJHPHQWPD\¿QGKLPRIPRUHXVHWKDQWKHZHVWHUQRIIHUings.
Sri Aurobindo also provides a much safer route than that promised
by Buddhism and other branches of Indian Philosophy in terms of
principles, ideals and goals. Management may learn not to be too
impressed by the popularity and sophistication of the latter, and
rather cultivate a rational, critical approach.
Sri Aurobindo is the most credible authority and bypasses his other
famous contemporaries. Management could perhaps avoid invoking three or four names simultaneously, challenge the bane of suSHU¿FLDOHQJDJHPHQWDQGDWWHPSWWRHIIHFWLYHO\FRQFHQWUDWHRQ6UL
Aurobindo.
Sri Aurobindo, most importantly, is a stout antidote against Hindutva. By proposing a symbolic approach to religion, he advocates
the emergence of a liberal and global fraternity. The philosophical
underpinning of this aspect should be internalised by Management.
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Governance by Consciousness
M. S. Srinivasan*

Abstract
Corporate Governance has become one of the buzz-words in corporate
and management circles. The corporate world as a whole is in the process
of acquiring a moral conscience. The new and emerging concepts in
management like corporate governance, business ethics and corporate
social responsibility are some of the expressions through which this emerging
ethical instinct in the corporate world is trying to express or embody itself
in the corporate life. However effective implementation of an ethical ideal
or concept requires two factors: creating an ethical consciousness and
promoting ethical conduct and behaviour. But for the outer conduct and
behaviour to be authentic, sincere and effective, it has to be a spontaneous
expression of a corresponding inner state of consciousness. This article
examines the concept and practice of corporate governance in an integral,
holistic and consciousness perspective. By the word “integral” we mean
both the inner and outer dimensions of the phenomenon under study. By
the word “holistic” we mean what is now called as “systemic” perspective
which views corporate governance as a subset and in the context of the
larger corporate environment. By the word “consciousness-perspective”
we mean an emphasis on the inner change of consciousness, but
without ignoring the need for its outer expression in the collective life.

Keywords: Self governing consciousness; tranforming leadership; sustainable
community.

TOWARDS SELF-GOVERNANCE
In our integral perspective, the ideal of corporate governance is to
create a corporate consciousness which leads to self-governance. But
a corporate manager or a government administrator may say “O, I am
tired of such philosophical sermons and rhetoric, tell me how to do
it”. This is a legitimate demand of the pragmatic mind provided it is
not a demand for immediate results. For implementing or implanting
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ideas with ethical overtones requires a long persistent and sincere
inner and outer discipline. However, the idealists must respect the
legitimate demands of the pragmatic mind and must indicate a plan of
implementation.
Conversion of an ideal or a concept into reality requires three tasks.
7KH ¿UVW LV WR KDYH D FOHDU SHUFHSWLRQ RI WKH LGHDO ZKLFK PHDQV WR
have a clear vision of what would be the condition of the corporate
world when the ideal is fully actualized. Second is an equally clear
perception of the actual facts and the present evolutionary condition
of the corporate world, or in other words the gap between the ideal
and the reality. The third is a plan of action by which individually and
collectively we can advance consciously towards the ideal.
The ideal of corporate governance is to create a corporate consciousness
and environment in which those who display genuine ethical, social
and ecological responsibility, not merely in Director’s speech or annual
reports but in concrete actions, prosper, progress and become leaders
and decision-makers of the corporate world. Conversely those who are
obstinately unethical are either weeded out or feel the consequences
of their action. And others who are hovering between the two are
given the opportunity and feel the pressure to take a decisive step in
the ethical path. In other words, a corporate environment governed
E\WKHODZRIHWKLFDO'DUZLQLVPE\ZKLFKHWKLFDOO\¿WWHVWVXUYLYHDQG
SURVSHUWKHHWKLFDOO\DPELYDOHQWDUHUHIRUPHGDQGWKHHWKLFDOO\XQ¿W
RUGHOLQTXHQWEHFRPHH[WLQFW%\WKHWHUP³HWKLFDOO\¿WWHVW´ZHPHDQ
those who have fully internalized the ethical consciousness and do
not need the threat of law to be ethical. A biographer of JRD Tata
relates an interesting and illustrative episode. Tata was questioning
an executive who was trying to save tax returns to government. The
H[HFXWLYHMXVWL¿HGKLVDFWLRQE\VD\LQJLWLVQRWLOOHJDO%XW-5'DVNHG
“Not illegal, yes, But is it right?” We can see here the difference in the
mind-set between the legally ethical and the intrinsically ethical.
THE EMERGING CORPORATE SCENARIO
The second task is to have a clear perception of the present facts
and condition of he corporate world. The new and emerging ethical
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tendencies like business ethics, corporate social responsibility and
environmental sustainability have to be encouraged, strengthened and
given a deeper, broader and a more intrinsic orientation. But at present
most of these ethical impulses are not intrinsic but the result of external
circumstances and environmental pressures like customer demand,
social or green activism.
To be pragmatic is legitimate in business. But to take the next higher step
in evolution the corporate world has to move up towards a higher level
of pragmatism based on the Indian concept of Dharma. In this Indian
perception when all the movements and activities of our inner and outer
being, individually and collectively, is in harmony with the laws of
universal Nature, then it leads to inner moral and spiritual development
DV ZHOO DV RXWHU PDWHULDO HFRQRPLF DQG VRFLDO HI¿FLHQF\ SURVSHULW\
and progress. This is because when we are in total attunement with the
laws of Nature we are in tune with the creative energies and rhythms
of Nature, which is bound to bring its material results. The modern
science of ecology reveals the dharma of the physical dimensions of
universal Nature. The ethical and spiritual values discovered by the
ancient spiritual traditions of the world reveals the ecology of the moral,
psychological and spiritual dimensions of Nature. The principle and
practices of Corporate Governance must be based on an enlightened
understanding of the integral ecology of Nature in all the dimensionsphysical, moral, psychological and spiritual.
And the inner source of ethics is spirituality. The ethical motive or
impulse becomes fully, entirely and perfectly conscious, enlightened
intrinsic and spontaneous only in the spiritual consciousness. So
ultimately ethics must blossom towards spirituality. Here comes the
importance of some of a new trend in business and management, which
augurs well for the higher evolution of business. It is the recognition of
spirituality and the potentiality of spirituality for enhancing the quality
of corporate life. For example, Academy of Management in US, a
leading and prestigious association of management scholars in America
has formed a “Spiritual Group” and launched a magazine called Journal
of Management, Spirituality and Religion, focusing on the emerging
spiritual aspiration in business. The prestigious Harvard Business
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School organized a conference on Leadership, Values and Spirituality in
the spring of 2002. Similarly Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
has formed an institution, Management Centre of Human Value, based
on the spiritual teachings of Sri Aurobindo, Swami Vivekananda and
Rabindranath Tagore. The concept of spirituality at work is now openly
and extensively discussed in management literature. Two management
researchers from Cohenhegan Business School, Denmark, Pruzan
& Mikkelsen (2007) have edited an interesting book “Leading with
Wisdom: Spiritual based Leadership in Business” which is compilation
of the views and experiences of 31 top corporate leaders from 15
countries who have based their leadership on spiritual and ethical
values.
The true meaning of spirituality might not have been fully understood
or grasped in most of these new trends of thought in business. What
is called as “Spirituality” in many of these movement falls within the
domain of mental and ethical aspirations. However, higher mental and
ethical motives and aspirations are an indispensable preparation for
spiritual development. So, the spiritual groups and institutions all over
the world have to actively support, encourage and enlighten these higher
evolutionary trends in business by bringing greater clarity and depth to
WKHPHDQLQJDQGVLJQL¿FDQFHRIVSLULWXDOLW\$QGHYHU\LQGLYLGXDORU
group in the corporate world with a moral or spiritual aspiration and
who are in the decision-making positions have to carefully watch and
study these higher trends in business.
We have discussed so far only the positive trends in the corporate world.
There are also many negative trends like for example the numerous
scams and frauds of the Enron-kind. Here comes the role of justice and
law. We must keep in mind that individuals and groups are at various
levels of inner development. Not all of us, individually or collectively,
are at the higher stages of ethical and spiritual development where the
ethical consciousness has become intrinsic to our nature. Most of us
need an external compulsion to remain ethical and the yoke of law to
goad us towards our ethical awakening. This need of Law acquires
DVSHFLDOVLJQL¿FDQFHLQWKHGRPDLQRIHFRORJLFDODQGHQYLURQPHQWDO
responsibility. Though the progressive sections of the corporate world
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are becoming increasingly conscious of their ecological responsibility,
still large sections of the corporate world, like for example leather
industries, are still insensitive to their environmental dharmas. So in
our present critical and precarious ecological condition of our planet,
factors related to the ecological well-being of earth have to be strictly
HQIRUFHG XQGHU WKH \RNH RI /DZ DQG DOO YLRODWRUV KDYH WR EH ¿UPO\
dealt with.
We have traversed from the ideal to facts. Let us now examine how
to progress from the present facts to the ideal or in other word, to
use a management jargon, the strategic plan. In our consciousness
perspective the plan of implementation would be based on two
VWUDWHJLFHQGHDYRXU¿UVWLVWRFUHDWHWKHHWKLFDOFRQVFLRXVQHVVWKURXJK
Education and the second is to build an outer environment favourable
to this consciousness and its self-expression in the outer life.
SHAPING THE SELF-GOVERNING CONSCIOUSNESS
Education is the path to a lasting inner change. However mere mental
or information-oriented education of the kind given in most of the
SUHVHQWV\VWHPVRIHGXFDWLRQFDQRQO\EULQJDERXWDVXSHU¿FLDOFKDQJH
At the best, it can bring about a change in intellectual orientation or
attitude, which is helpful, but not enough for a lasting inner change.
This deeper change can be achieved only by a psychological process
and discipline. The main psychological factors which have to be
developed and internalized to create an enduring ethical consciousness
in the individual and the community are as follows:
 Self-knowledge, self-control and self-mastery.
 Calm, peace and tranquility
 Ethical, emotional and aesthetic intelligence, which has an intuitive
sensitivity to higher values like truth, beauty, goodness, harmony,
unity.
 )DFXOWLHV DQG TXDOLWLHV RI :LOO DQG WKH 9LWDO IRUFH OLNH ¿UPQHVV
persistence, strength, courage, enthusiasm, energy, which are
essential for manifesting these values in work, life and action.
 Kindness, compassion and generosity.
 Integrity, which means in a psychological perspective harmonious
integration of thought, feeling, will and action around a higher ideal.
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In other words, calm, clarity and understanding in the mind, kindness,
FRPSDVVLRQ DQG JHQHURVLW\ LQ WKH KHDUW ¿UPQHVV VWUHQJWK DQG
self-mastery in the will, courage, energy and force in the vitality,
aspiration for truth, beauty, and goodness in the soul, and an integrated
personality, these are the contours of a fully developed self-governing
consciousness, what is called as “Strength of Character.”
These traits of character described above have to be internalized
WKURXJKDV\VWHPDWLFLQQHUGLVFLSOLQH7KH¿UVWVWHSLVWRKDYHDFOHDUO\
perceived self-transcending ideal in the moral, aesthetic or spiritual
domain around which the whole being can be integrated. The other
aspect of the discipline is a dual process of Aspiration-Rejection.
Aspiration means a constant and persistent focusing of all the energies
of our consciousness, thought, feeling and will on the ideal. The
other aspect of aspiration is a conscious and deliberate cultivation of
thoughts, emotions, qualities and virtues and capacities which are in
harmony with the ideal or which builds the strength of character. The
third aspect of the discipline is rejection, a catharsis, throwing off of
all thoughts, feelings, and impulses which are contrary or hostile to
the ideal or which pushes us towards unethical action like for example
JUHHG VHO¿VKQHVV RU YHQJHIXOQHVV:H KDYH LQFOXGHG FDOP DQG VHOI
knowledge as part of the discipline, because someone who is calm and
peaceful with an alert and vigilant self –awareness of his thoughts,
feelings, impulses and motives is less likely to fall into unethical
behaviour than the one who is agitated, restless and unconscious.
However this is only one of the paths. There are also other paths. For
example there are paths which doesn’t require an ideal. In this path, we
simply observe with a vigilant, alert, and detached inner sensitivity our
inner movements and try to feel concretely their inner consequences,
like for example what are the thought, feeling, sensations or impulse
which bring light, peace, joy, harmony, understanding or compassion
and conversely the other movements which darken the mind and leads
to the opposite. When this discipline is pursued in the right way, it
leads to a spontaneous catharsis of negative movement and an equally
VSRQWDQHRXVÀRZHULQJRISRVLWLYHYLUWXHV
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This is the psychological discipline for building a balanced, selfgoverning consciousness which has to become an integral part of the
corporate education and training programmes for the management
student, practicing executive, corporate leaders and also other workers
in the lower levels of the corporate hierarchy.
CREATING THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT
The consciousness approach, which we are discussing cannot
be exclusively internal because the outer environment has an
LQÀXHQFHV DQG LPSDFW RQ WKH FRQVFLRXVQHVV  :H KDYH WR FUHDWH DQ
outer environment favourable to the growth of the self-governing
consciousness and felicitates its self-expression in the outer life. The
outer environment includes the material, organizational, social and
political environment made of buildings and space, laws and rules,
policies, procedures, incentive and practices and many other factors
related to the management of the outer life.
The material environment should evoke gentle, pleasant, harmonious
sensations in people, which is conducive to ethical and aesthetic
development. In the organizational level, there must be active
encouragement to ethical, aesthetic or spiritual innovation and
excellence. The present motivational strategies in the corporate
world encourage only techno-economic innovation and excellence.
But for the higher evolution of the corporate world, there must be
equal encouragement to what we may call as “value-innovation and
excellence” in the mental, ethical, aesthetic and spiritual domain or in
other words, there must be something like quality circles for promoting
higher values. Workers and employees must be encouraged to offer
suggestions on how to make the collective organism more true,
beautiful, harmonious, compassionate, creative, progressive. In this
task, the house-magazine and the intranet of the organization can be of
great help in disseminating higher values in the organization through
dialogue, discussion and creative participation. For example, the
house-journal of the organization may publish articles, which help in
widening the intellectual, ethical and spiritual horizons of the mind.
Similarly professional magazines, apart from technical and specialized
NQRZOHGJHUHODWHGWRWKHVSHFL¿FSURIHVVLRQDOGLVFLSOLQHVKRXOGDOVR
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contain a few articles, which help in the mental, moral and spiritual
growth of people or the professional activity. For a professional is
¿UVWRIDOODQHYROYLQJKXPDQEHLQJDQGRQO\VHFRQGDULO\DQHQJLQHHU
accountant or a manager.
At the governmental level, there must be more incentives for
organizations, which display genuine ethical, social and ecological
responsibility. The government has to create a political environment
in which organizations, which are governed by higher values acquire
a competitive edge over those which are unethical, insensitive,
irresponsible.
SELF-TRANSFORMING LEADERSHIP
Governance is the function of leadership. Most of the modern
management thinking on leadership is about outer governance or
“organizational transformation”. But as the Indian thought repeatedly
emphasized self-government, Swarajya is the foundation for governing
the outer world, Samrajya. Similarly self-transformation is the basis
for outer transformation. Someone who cannot govern himself cannot
govern others. And someone who is governing himself with higher
values can evoke, inspire and induce a similar aspiration and effort in
others.
This principle applies equally to organizational change and transformaWLRQ:KDWHYHUGLI¿FXOW\IDFHGE\DOHDGHULQKHURXWHUOLIHLVDUHÀHFWLRQRIWKHGLI¿FXOW\ZLWKLQKHU,IVKHLVDEOHWRGLVFRYHUDQGPHQGWKH
LQQHUVRXUFHRIWKHGLI¿FXOW\ZLWKLQKHUWKHQWKHRXWHUGLI¿FXOW\VRRQHU
or later tends to resolve itself. As the Mother of Sri Aurobindo Ashram points out: “whatever the external circumstances, they are without
exception, the objective projection of what is inside yourself. When in
\RXUZRUN\RX¿QGVRPHWKLQJJLYLQJWURXEOHRXWVLGHORRNZLWKLQDQG
\RXZLOO¿QGLQ\RXUVHOIWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJGLI¿FXOW\&KDQJH\RXUVHOI
and the circumstance will change” (Mother, 2003).
In the same manner, whatever change the leader wants to bring out
in his organization, if he is able to achieve this change within him or
makes a sincere effort towards it, then it becomes easier to enforce
the change in the organization. Interestingly this concept of self-
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transforming leadership is beginning to be recongnised in modern
management.
SELF-GOVERNANCE: GUIDELINES FOR SELFASSESSMENT
Let us now examine how a leader can self-examine his capacity of
self-governance.
The traditional method of self-assessment used in modern research
PHWKRGRORJ\LV³4XHVWLRQQDLUH´7KH¿UVWTXHVWLRQZHKDYHWRDVNLV
what the purpose of the questionnaire is? If it is to assess the degree of
self-governance achieved by an individual, then the traditional method
of questionnaire with Yes/No answers, is not only ineffective but can
also be misleading. For a psychological and subjective phenomenon
like self-governance, the right approach would be to provide some
broad guidelines or signpost for self-assessment.
(IIHFWLYHVHOIJRYHUQDQFHUHTXLUHVWKUHHIDFWRUV¿UVWLVFRQVFLRXVQHVV
alertness, vigilance, awareness; second is inner detachment or stepping
EDFNWKLUGLV¿UPQHVVDQGVLQFHULW\LQWKH:LOO(YHU\LQGLYLGXDOFDQ
assess his “self-government index” in terms of these three factors.
Lack of consciousness and alertness in the mind is one of the major
factors behind loss of control. An external stimuli like a temptation or
DQLQVXOWSURGXFHVDQLQQHUUHDFWLRQOLNHDQJHU,IZHDUHQRWVXI¿FLHQWO\
FRQVFLRXVDQGDOHUWWKHUHLVQRJDSIRUUHÀHFWLRQEHWZHHQLQQHUUHDFWLRQ
and outer behaviour. The inner reaction is instantly converted into
behaviour. On the other hand, if we are conscious and alert, and able
to become aware of the inner reaction the moment it raises, then it
SURYLGHV WKH QHHGHG JDS IRU UHÀHFWLRQ DQG DVN WKH TXHVWLRQ ³,V WKLV
the right reaction? What will be the consequences if I act out over
this impulse?” In fact, the very awareness of the inner reaction, if it is
VXI¿FLHQWO\FOHDUIXOOGHWDFKHGZLOOGLVVROYHWKHUHDFWLRQRUJLYHWKH
LQVLJKW IRU ULJKW DFWLRQ 6R WKH ¿UVW TXHVWLRQ LV ³+RZ FRQVFLRXV DQG
alert am I of my inner reactions?”
Our human mind has the ability to stand back and watch its own
movements as a detached witness. This is one of the main levers for
HIIHFWLYHVHOIJRYHUQDQFH,IWKH¿UVWVWHSWRZDUGVVHOIJRYHUQPHQWLV
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to become aware, the second step is to step back from the reaction or
what we are aware of and disidentify from it, telling, “This movement
is happening in me. But I am not in it.” So the next question is “How
much or to what extent I am able to step back and detach myself from
my inner reactions and movement.”
However if the inner reactions or negativities or outer temptations
are overwhelming or strong and obstinate with the force of past
habits, consciousness and detachment are not enough. Here comes
WKHLPSRUWDQFHRI:LOO7KHUHPXVWEH¿UPDQGVLQFHUHZLOOIRUVHOI
governance. Firmness means strength and determination in the resolve
and also persistence and endurance in the effort, not to become
GLVFRXUDJHGRUGHVSRQGHQWE\UHSHDWHGIDLOXUHVGLI¿FXOW\RUVWUXJJOH
6LQFHULW\KDVWZRIDFHWV7KH¿UVWRQHLVWRFRQVWDQWO\VWULYHIRUKDUPRQ\
between our thought, feeling, will and actions and organize them
harmoniously around our highest ideal. The second is to resolutely
reject all that is contrary to this harmony or our ideals, especially not
to justify or rationalize negative attitudes or feelings or weaknesses or
WHPSWDWLRQV6RWKHWKLUGTXHVWLRQLV³+RZPXFK¿UPDQGVLQFHUHDP
I in my will.”
BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
There is one more important function of self-governing leadership. It
is to create a self-governing and sustainable community. The concept
of sustainability has now been accepted by all progressive thinkers in
HQYLURQPHQWDQGGHYHORSPHQWVWXGLHV+RZHYHULIZHPD\UHGH¿QH
sustainable development as the path which leads to the safe evolution
of humanity towards its highest destiny, then sustainability cannot be
FRQ¿QHGWRWKHHFRORJ\RISK\VLFDO1DWXUHRUJUHHQLVVXHV7KHUHLV
something like social, psychological and spiritual sustainability.
Is there a standard of principles, like the gold standard in economics,
which can help us in choosing or shaping the values which can steer
the sustainable evolution of the human society or a community towards
its highest destiny? There are certain principles discovered by the
higher mind or the collective wisdom of humanity in its progressive
evolution. It is a quaternary: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity and Progress.
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These values are neither Eastern nor Western, modern or ancient. They
are in their essence, as Sri Aurobindo points out “the eternal attributes
of the Spirit” in man which means intrinsic qualities of the human
soul (Aurobindo, 1972). However they have an inner as well as an
outer dimension. The modern secular mind of the west has understood
WKHVHSULQFLSOHVLQLWVRXWHUHFRQRPLFVRFLDODQGSROLWLFDOVLJQL¿FDQFH
On the other hand the spiritual mind of the East laid a much greater
HPSKDVLVRQWKHLULQQHUVLJQL¿FDQFH)RUDVXVWDLQDEOHHYROXWLRQRIWKH
community, we need a social synthesis which embraces both the inner
and outer dimensions of this quaternary of value, but with an emphasis
on the inner awakening of these values in the consciousness of people.
However we should not get trapped in the either-or syndrome of the
human mind. The inner awakening and outer actualization of these
quaternary of values are not mutually exclusive. The path towards
inner awakening requires education and inner discipline based on
the principles of Yoga. The external actualization requires proper
organization of the outer life. Both can be pursued simultaneously
LQDV\QHUJLFPDQQHUWKURXJKDWULXQHSURFHVV7KH¿UVWDQGWKHPRVW
LPSRUWDQW WDVN LV WR XQGHUVWDQG WKH GHHSHU DQG LQQHU VLJQL¿FDQFH RI
these values and create an inner awakening in the minds and hearts
of people. The second, as this inner realization proceeds, allow it to
express itself freely in the outer life from within outwards. The third is
to create an outer organization and environment which felicitates this
inner awakening and its outer expression. Let us now explore how to
implement these values in the corporate life.
UNLEASHING LIBERTY
7KH ¿UVW LPSRUWDQW UHTXLUHPHQW KHUH LV HPSRZHULQJ SHRSOH ZKLFK
means liberating and energizing people with minimum rules and
maximum freedom-what the management guru Tom Peters called as
“Liberation Management” (Peters, 1992). This will require creation of
DQRUJDQL]DWLRQDOFXOWXUHLQZKLFKHDFKLQGLYLGXDOLVJLYHQVXI¿FLHQW
freedom and opportunity to think, initiate, decide, organize, achieve,
learn and progress towards his (or her) highest potentials and express
his potentialities in his work-life. But this outer liberty is not enough.
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For the future evolution of the corporate world this outer liberty has to
EHUHLQIRUFHGE\DQLQQHUOLEHUW\IURPJUHHGYLROHQFHOXVWVHO¿VKQHVV
and other negativities in emotions, and attachment to false, one-sided,
partial and outdated dogmas, beliefs, ideas and ideals in thought. This
inner freedom is not merely a matter morality or idealism. It has
pragmatic consequences for the corporate world. This inner liberty will
open our heart and mind to deeper sources of innovation, creativity and
VHQVLWLYLW\WRKLJKHUYDOXHVDQGIHOLFLWDWHVWKHÀRZHULQJRIHPRWLRQDO
and intuitive intelligence.
CREATING EQUITY
True equity involves awakening each individual in the organization to
the equal dignity or divinity of the human essence, irrespective of the
position and status in the social hierarchy or variation in capacities and
other external factors. Next we need to Promote Distributive Justice,
which means equitable distribution of wealth, power, knowledge,
information, culture and the fruits of development in the community.
We must note here equitable does not mean equal. Perfect equality
of distribution is neither possible nor desirable in the economic,
social and political life. There can be equal access to resources and
opportunities like knowledge, information, education or training and
other opportunities for growth and learning. But the reward system
has to be based on capacity and contribution. Further there is need to
Create an equitable reward system, which means each individual gets
the reward he (or she) deserves according to his capacities, creativity
or the nature and quality of his contribution to the organizational goals
or to the well-being and progress of the group.
/HYHOVRIKLHUDUFK\KDYHWREHUHGXFHG7KLVZLOOHQDEOHIUHHÀRZRI
information and interaction between various levels of the organization.
7KLVZRXOGDOVRLQYROYHVKDULQJRIZHDOWKDQGSUR¿WVLQVXFKDZD\WKDW
there is no large disparity between the higher and lower income groups
in the organization. This feeling and effort towards equity should
extend beyond the organizational community to the larger economic
and social environment, which means, there must be a conscious effort
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towards creating an equitable and inclusive social order in the world
around.
FORGING FRATERNITY
There also a need to create a sense of inner and outer unity and
solidarity among people-between management and employees, among
employees, and with other stakeholders like customers, supplies and
WKH FRPPXQLW\ DQG ¿QDOO\ ZLWK KXPDQLW\ DQG QDWXUH 3URIHVVLRQDO
teamwork, pragmatic interdependence, shared values and ideals can
create a certain amount of outer fraternity. But for a more enduring
unity, we have to create an inner fraternity based on a deeper emotional
and psychological solidarity among people. To achieve this, groups like
customer, suppliers or employees should not be considered as abstract
or professional categories with whom we enter into an impersonal or
contractual relation. They have to be viewed as living human beings
with inner and outer needs and aspiration and with whom we enter into
an intimate personal relation.
So do we with Nature. Man is part of Nature not only physically but
also psychologically and spiritually. So Nature has to be viewed not
merely as a physical and biological organism but a living conscious
Being or a Universal Force of the Spirit, with a physical, psychological
and spiritual dimension. The integral aim of ecology is attunement
of human consciousness and life with universal Nature in all the
dimensions of our being-material, psychological and spiritual.
PROMOTING THE PROGRESSIVE EVOLUTION OF THE
INDIVIDUAL AND THE ORGANISATION
We should be responsible for creating a system of Education and
Motivation, which leads to the progressive evolution of the individual
and the organization from the physical, vital and the mental to the
spiritual dimensions of consciousness. Each individual has to be
awakened to the highest spiritual goals and aims of life. But for
practical motivation each individual has to be taken as he/she is in his/
her present condition and helped to take the next higher step in evolution
and a step towards his spiritual destiny, like for example from physical
to vital, from vital to mental and from mental to the spiritual. Making
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a conscious effort to constantly enhance the capacities, creativity and
contribution of employees through continuous education, a training
and co creation or partnership.
The organization as a whole has to be steered toward higher and higher
levels of growth by reorienting the goals of the organization towards
deeper, higher and more inclusive vision, values and ideals. For
example, stakeholder value is a more inclusive ideal than shareholder
value; creativity, innovation and knowledge-management is a deeper
DQG KLJKHU LGHDO WKDQ HI¿FLHQF\ DQG SURGXFWLYLW\ HFRORJLFDO DQG
VRFLDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\LVDKLJKHULGHDOWKDQSUR¿WPD[LPL]DWLRQIRUWKH
company; similarly, employee wellbeing is a greater ideal than skilldevelopment.
In this paradigm of corporate governance, full, harmonious and integral
development of the human potential in the organization at all the levels
of human consciousness-physical, vital, mental, moral, aesthetic and
spiritual-and its harmonious and integral self-expression in the outer
life is the aim of organizational development.
VALUES OF CORPORATE DHARMA
As a conclusive summary we are listing values, principles and
guidelines which can help in manifesting the highest potentials of
business.
 &UHDWLQJ ZHDOWK IRU WKH VRFLHW\ WKURXJK HI¿FLHQW HFRQRPLF DQG
productive utilization of resources
 Producing high quality products and services at minimum cost
 Delighting the customer
 Enhancing the quality of the larger economic, ecological and
social environment through creative giving or sharing of wealth,
knowledge, skill, expertise and resources with the community
 Employee development not only in terms of skill, knowledge and
creativity but also in terms of material, mental, moral and spiritual
well-being of the employees
 Truth, honesty and transparency in all dealings
 Mutual trust and goodwill among the members of the organizational
community
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 Fairness and justice in dealing with employee grievances
 Patience, understanding and compassion in dealing with ethical,
professional and personal problems among employees
 &UHDWLQJPXWXDOO\EHQH¿FLDOZLQZLQVLWXDWLRQLQDOOWUDQVDFWLRQV
 Creativity, innovation and continuous improvement in every activity
of the corporate life and progressive perfection in work
 Beauty and harmony in the equipment and organization of the
material and economic life of the company
 Progressive growth of liberty, equity and fraternity in the social and
political life of the organization
 Promoting self-knowledge, self-management, compassion and
service as primary leadership qualities
 Cultivating inner Peace and providing reasonable outer Security,
acting as anchors of stability in a sea of change
 3URYLGLQJ VXI¿FLHQW UHVW UHOD[DWLRQ OHLVXUH DQG LQQHU DQG RXWHU
VSDFHWRSHRSOHIRUUHÀHFWLRQUHQHZDODQGJURZWK
For every area of activity for an individual in the organization whether
¿QDQFHPDUNHWLQJRUPDQXIDFWXULQJHWFWKHUHVKRXOGEHVRPHFOHDUO\
GH¿QHGSURIHVVLRQDOHWKLFDODHVWKHWLFDQGVSLULWXDOVWDQGDUGVRULGHDOV
of perfection towards which the person has to progress continually
with a constant uplifting aspiration and effort.
The organization should facilitate triune integration (described earlier)
of the body, mind, heart, will and action of the individual around a
dharmic ideal or the spiritual core of the individual being. Integration
is required at various levels; of the personal and professional life of the
employee and of the material, techno-economic, social, political and
cultural life of the organization around its mission, vision and values.
All these in turn derived from dharma.
Such an organizational environment should have an effective system
of education, discipline and communication for internalizing the
appropriate values in the consciousness of people. Correspondingly,
there is a need to create a system of measurement, monitoring and
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ IRU PDWHULDOL]LQJ WKHP LQ WKH RXWHU OLIH$QG ¿QDOO\
when all these values and principles are progressively actualized in the
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FRUSRUDWHOLIHSUR¿WDQGVKDUHKROGHUYDOXHVIROORZDVDVSRQWDQHRXV
and inevitable result.
Note
Some portions of the article are reproduced from the author’s own blog available at
www.integralmusings.aurosociety.org/.
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The VUCA Company
Issac K. Varghese*

THE VUCA COMPANY
Suhayl Abidi and Dr. Manoj Joshi.
Published by: Jaico Publishing House, Mumbai, 2015. Pages
283 + 350.

Globalization has enabled companies to treat world as its market place.
While companies get access to markets across the globe, they are also
susceptible to competition from global companies. Global markets
have become interconnected; however they are prone to unpredictability. A rapidly changing chaotic environment has become a norm
rather than an exception. ‘The only Thing that is Constant is Change’
(Heraclitus). Turbulence is, therefore, expected when varying cultures,
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ideologies trade with each other. This turbulence can be explained by
the new word or coinage-VUCA (Volatitly, Uncertainty, Complexity &
Ambiguity). Indian companies doing trade have also faced VUCA. In
this book under review the authors explain this acronym’ VUCA’ with
relevant examples and are able to well connect with their audience.
The authors’ attempt in this book is to identify behavioral aspects of
failures, where systems or structures have played a substantial role.
This book is divided into six chapters. Authors begin with an ‘Introduction’ in which they talk about VUCA, and the reasons for setting out on
writing ‘another‘book on corporate failures. The second chapter titled
‘VUCA was always there’ takes us through various instances in history
to show the readers that VUCA has been existing though the term had
not yet been coined. The third chapter is on ‘Indian Cases in VUCA
failure. The detailed research on 12 cases of Indian corporate failures
forms the body of this chapter. The next chapter is aptly a discussion
RQµ:K\¿UPVIDLO¶7KHSHQXOWLPDWHFKDSWHULVXVHGWRHGXFDWHUHDGHUV
about the fact that ‘Failure of performance is Failure of Learning’. The
book concludes by enlisting the ‘Learnings in the VUCA Company’.
Usage of relevant lessons in history has helped authors in setting the
context very well. For instance, the reasons for the end of the Persian
Empire, foundation of the Mogul Empire by Babur after initial failures,
East India Company’s glorious rise and its decline, disruptive technologies and their role in making or breaking business houses, liberalization in 1990s etc. set the stage for discussion of cases in the Indian
context.
The common usage of the term ‘VUCA’ began in the 1990s and it
is derived from military vocabulary. Launching of economic reforms
since 1991 boosted the Indian economy. Many sectors witnessed rapid
JURZWK7KHÀRZRIJOREDOIXQGVDOVRKHOSHGPDQ\,QGLDQFRPSDQLHV
But it also resulted in some cases uncontrolled growth and expansions
in unrelated areas (e.g. Sree Renuka Sugars). Those of the companies
which have not been engineered to sustain rapid growth rate started to
face problems. Their woes were subsequently compounded by global
recession. The book examines in depth 12 cases in which promising
companies faced losses in subsequent years.
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Authors have used these cases to identify two major reasons for such
failures- Human or Behavioral Causes and Systemic or Organizational
Causes. For example the case of Vijay Mallya who kept referring to
an ‘illusionary investor’ or the courage shown by Jain Irrigation in
apologizing to its shareholders for misjudgments helps the readers in
learning about various methods of managing turbulent times. Authors
attribute the human or behavioral causes of failures to hubris, lack of
awareness, missing early signals of trouble and problem of rationalizing. Uncontrolled or speedy growth, synergy failures, resource management failures, dynamic capability acquisition failures have been
appropriately considered by the authors as Systemic or Organizational
Causes.
These cases of failures have been used in this book to highlight dysfunctional learning environment. It endears itself to its readers by
enlisting the learnings from such failures. Adaptability is the key to
VXFFHVV LQ DQ HQYLURQPHQW PDUNHG E\ FRQVWDQW ÀX[ /HDUQLQJ FDQ
come from past experiences, from the present intelligence available to
companies and also from future by means of experimentation. VUCA
Environment is here to stay and will only increase in intensity. To survive in this new normal, organizations must do things differently. ‘Failure is not a catastrophe but lack of learning from failure is’. The book
has no doubt succeeded in explaining reasons of failures in the cases
which have been included. Learnings from these failures have helped
WKHDXWKRUVRIWKHERRNWRUHFKULVWHQGH¿QLWLRQRI98&$DFURQ\PWR
Vision, Understanding, Clarity and Agility.
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Nitte National Conference
Market, State and Society in Emerging India

From the Chief Editor’s Pen...
We are indeed happy to place in the hands of our enlightned readers, admirers and well wishers the
14 issue of Nitte Management Review (NMR), an interdisciplinary journal of the Justice K. S. Hegde Institute
th

of Management ( JKSHIM).
The present issue consists of scholarly articles on the relative significance of market, state and society in
emerging India and their limitations and failures. One of the authors to this issue conveys the need for greater
commitment to a broader sense of community to make both the market and the state machinery complementary
to public welfare.
There are also articles throwing light on the need for creating an adaptable work force and healthcare
issues of elderly women in United States. The specialty of these articles is found in the rich empirical evidences
supporting arguments made by the concerned authors.
There is an article on the tremendous progress made by Allcargo Logistics Ltd. providing shipping
services in different countries. In one of the articles the causes and consequences of rising NPAs in the Indian
public sector banks are elaborately discussed. A relook into teaching pedagogy in management education is
taken in another article in the light of the present needs of the society.
The present issue is publishing articles of social relevance as well. For instance, the need for looking
beyond sheer profiteering in water resource management is brought out while making a case for privatization.
In one of the articles financial inclusion as an addition to the waves of micro-finance is considered for making

December 29 - 30, 2013
A National Conference was held at JKSHIM, Nitte
on December 29-30, 2013 on the theme Market,
State and Society in Emerging India. The
Conference had interdisciplinary dimensions
combining Management Science, Economics,
Commerce, History, Political Science, Ethics and
Sociology. Inaugurating the Conference on
December 29, Prof. Vinod Vyasulu, Founder
Director, Centre for Budget and Policy Studies,
Bangalore and Advisor at Centre for Information
Technology and Public Policy, Bangalore said that
“Globlisation brings in immense pressure on
societies and states. It makes our problems
wicked. How we navigate these complex forces
will determine where we go”. Pointing out that
corruption leads to huge range of ills, he argued
that the State should not abdicate its responsibility
to govern properly and regulate the market forces
effectively.

it economically viable. This issue contains an article on the quality of life in the course of growth process in
India and Bangladesh.
There are two book review articles. Besides, NMR calls for papers to be presented in the fourth
International Conference to be organized by JKSHIM on December 29-30, 2014.

session of the Conference held on December
30, 2013. Bringing out the significance of both
the state and the market in India, he pointed out
the need for active and socially oriented
administrative machinery.

Mr. Vishal Hegde speaking

Mr. Jagadeesh Kini, an industrialist from
Bangalore, delivered valedictory address. In his
opinion, the State or the Government is not able
to play its role effectively in emerging India
because corruption is wide spread. He gave a
call to the younger generation to save democracy
and to pave the way for a strong economy which
can face the challenges of globalization
successfully.

Vinod Vyasulu, N K Thingalaya, Thomas Chalmers McLaughlin, K. Sankaran, Babu P. George,
Pang Houa Lor, G. V. Joshi, Rakesh Shetty, Krishna Kumar, Sudhirraj K., Krishna Prasad, Jagadish Bala,
Muni Raju, Rajesh, K. B. Kiran, Vanishree Joseph, P. N. Joshi and Norbert Lobo have contributed to this issue.
I take this opportunity of thanking profusely all these contributors on behalf of the Editorial Board of NMR.
I believe and hope that NMR will continue to march towards its goal of excellence with the support of
Nitte Education Trust, co-operation of learned writers and impassionate observations of our readers.

Dr. K. Sankaran

Prof. Vinod Vyasulu addressing

Sri N. Vinaya Hegde, Chancellor, Nitte University
in his presidential address made a strong case
for quality higher education in India. The State or
the Government should shoulder the responsibility
of supporting higher education for raising the rate
of economic growth and also for ensuring
inclusive growth.
Mr. Vishal Hegde, the Trustee of Nitte Education
Trust was a guest of honor in the valedictory

Mr. Jagadeesh Kini observing

Dr. N. K. Thingalaya, Chairman, Academic
Council, JKSHIM in his presidential address
delivered at the valedictory session pointed out
the limitations and failures of the market and the
state with instances and evidences.
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